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In 1853, Mary King, the white daughter of abolitionists, was engaged to marry William G. Allen, the “Coloured Professor” of New York Central College at McGrawville.1 The engagement stirred their upstate New York community into a popular controversy, 
inciting letters of family disapproval, newspaper commentary, and mob violence leading 
to their forced, though temporary, separation. Alongside his personal account of their 
engagement and marriage, in The American Prejudice Against Color: An Authentic Narra-
tive, Showing How Easily the Nation Got into an Uproar (1853), Allen also reprinted various 
letters and newspaper articles both in support of and in opposition to his and King’s 
marriage. This array of accounts show how Mary King’s white womanhood becomes a 
function of genre: in the various stories of her relation to Allen, King’s race and sexuality 
are constructed according to the practices of reading her as either the white damsel of 
the captivity narrative or the mixed-race heroine of abolitionist fiction.2
In a letter to Mary King written during the week before she and William Allen 
were secretly married, the couple’s friend John Porter wrote, “Your flight is a flight for 
freedom, and I can almost call you Eliza,” referencing the well-known mixed-race heroine 
of Harriet Beecher Stowe’s 1852 novel, Uncle Tom’s Cabin.3 Unlike Stowe’s Eliza, Allen 
and King were not fleeing literal enslavement, but the racial prejudice of people who had 
attempted to prevent their marriage. Thus, Porter’s evocation of abolitionist literature to 
explain King’s situation is intriguing not only because it refuses to perform the more obvi-
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ous slippage of simply relegating prejudice against the African American William Allen 
(who was born to a free mixed-race woman and was never enslaved) to the discourse of 
slavery, but because it chooses the white woman as its subject and re-figures her in one of 
abolitionism’s most popular tropes of enslavement, the mixed-race heroine.4 Not merely 
an equation of all race-related persecution with slavery, Porter’s comparison of Mary King 
to Stowe’s Eliza Harris displaces the racist rhetoric of the couple’s forced separation, by 
which some newspaper commentators rendered King a “damsel” in need of white male 
protection from Allen, which the mob purported to give her.5 Instead, Porter’s reading of 
King places her in the abolitionist literary tradition, where her and Allen’s story reads as 
a narrative of African American fugitivity rather than white captivity.6 Moreover, Porter’s 
characterization of King as “almost . . . Eliza” emphasizes a close generic proximity to 
the figure of the mixed-race heroine, recognizing the interracial allegiance of King and 
Allen’s proposed kinship, and a re-racialization of the figure of the white woman along 
lines of her participation in interracial sexual relations and reproduction.7 
My analysis takes up Porter’s comparison of Mary King to Eliza Harris and reads 
King as the mixed-race heroine of The American Prejudice Against Color. In the private and 
public discourse surrounding Allen and King’s engagement and marriage, I examine 
themes of “amalgamation” and fugitivity in order to discuss how Mary King is figured 
according to different generic constructions of racialized womanhood in the two primary 
versions of the story Allen reproduces—that told by Allen, King, and their allies, and the 
version supporting the racist mob that separated the couple. First, I discuss the racist 
rhetorics by which Mary King is read in the tradition of what I call “anti-amalgamation” 
literature—a sub-genre of the body of writing that emerges in response to abolitionist 
literature, which has its roots in the American captivity narrative. 
Reading Allen’s text, I then illustrate how Mary King functions more closely to 
the mixed-race heroine of abolitionist literature than the damsel of the captivity narra-
tive. By refiguring King in the terms by which an abolitionist reader compares her to a 
mixed-race literary figure who is both aligned with the enslaved and able to garner white 
sympathy, we can better gauge the content of King’s whiteness, an ideological construc-
tion that she resists despite public attempts to preserve the notions of white womanhood 
to which the captivity-narrative version of her story attaches her. Understanding how 
Mary King functions generically in these versions of her and Allen’s story helps us to 
understand accounts of King’s ostensible rescue from interracial marriage. That is, the 
writing and rewriting of the Allen-King relationship demonstrates how the racialization 
of characters within specific literary genres structures how living people are “read” ac-
cording to similar processes of racialization. 
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Lastly, I turn to William Allen’s 1852 commentary on Uncle Tom’s Cabin in Freder-
ick Douglass’ Paper and the significance of Allen’s own focus on Stowe’s character Cassy 
rather than Eliza. I read Porter’s construction of King as “almost Eliza” alongside the 
logic by which Cassy becomes a memorable figure in Allen’s reading. By reading Allen 
and King’s story in relation to those of Stowe’s “quadroon” heroines, Eliza and Cassy, 
it is possible to escape the underpinnings of the moderate—racial separatist—brand of 
abolitionism with which Stowe’s novel concludes. When we take seriously the idea of 
King functioning in the generic role of the mixed-race heroine, we are open to the more 
radical possibilities of Allen’s narrative. 
Paying attention to the abolitionist rhetoric in The American Prejudice Against 
Color shows how William Allen, John Porter, and Mary King appropriate the concept of 
fugitivity for the cause against racial prejudice, rather than enslavement. While enslave-
ment may very well have been a more hideous national problem than racial prejudice, 
the fact that racial prejudice cannot be legislated away—and could not even be erased 
through civil war—presents racism as the more insidious national problem. Allen’s focus 
on prejudice acknowledges this problem as more fundamental than enslavement by hint-
ing that even the abolition of slavery will not correct the “American prejudice against 
color.” While abolitionist discourse subsumes the condition of free African Americans 
in the nineteenth-century United States, Allen’s narrative appropriation of abolition-
ist rhetoric repurposes abolitionist literature towards a more radical, antiracist cause. 
In effect, reading Mary King as a mixed-race heroine challenges popular assumptions 
about white womanhood, illustrates how racializing this character becomes a practice 
of reading her story, and thereby challenges us to read characters across lines of race 
and genre, opening up new possibilities for understanding race, sexuality, and kinship 
in nineteenth-century texts. 
The “Mary Rescue”: Mary King and Anti-Amalgamation Literature
According to William Allen, he and Mary King met when he was openly received as a 
guest in the Kings’ abolitionist home and their relationship developed at the racially-
integrated, co-educational school where Allen taught and King was a student. Allen 
recounts that King’s father and sister originally supported the couple’s engagement, but 
that Mr. King changed his opinion under pressure from his wife (Mary’s stepmother) 
and sons, all Christian abolitionists who nevertheless vehemently opposed “amalgama-
tion.”8 While King and Allen were visiting with friends in Fulton, New York on Sunday, 
January 30, 1853, a white-supremacist mob descended upon the couple, threatening Al-
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len with physical violence unless he immediately left town and forcibly escorting King 
to her parents’ home. This mob (a group of local white men) framed their interference 
as the benevolent “rescue” of a white “damsel” from the supposedly-undesirable fate 
of interracial marriage. Following this separation, Allen and King eventually managed 
to correspond (at first under the surveillance of King’s family and then through third 
parties) and ultimately eloped. They were married in New York City on March 30, 1853 
and soon emigrated to England, never returning to the United States.
Mary King and William Allen’s marriage was not illegal in New York State in 
1853.9 Nevertheless, the absence of laws preventing the marriage of white and black people 
did not ensure that such marriages would be accepted equally by white northerners. 
Allen acknowledges what writers such as Harriet Wilson and Frank Webb also depict in 
their narratives of mid-century race relations: the fact of northern racism.10 Allen’s title, 
The American Prejudice Against Color, is clear to emphasize racism, rather than slavery, 
as its central problem. Here Allen both tells his own version of the events surrounding 
his and King’s engagement and marriage and reproduces various newspaper accounts 
written in opposition to their marriage and even in support of the mob that threatened 
them. According to Allen, one such account, titled “The Mary Rescue,” was written by 
the leader of the mob, Henry C. Hibbard. Whether they acknowledge King’s willingness 
to marry Allen or not, these accounts all clearly position the mob, which Hibbard refers 
to as “the respectable men of Fulton,” as working for King’s best interests (62).
By including these alternative accounts, Allen’s text reveals popular anxieties 
surrounding interracial marriage, or “amalgamation,” in the nineteenth century, but 
further speaks to questions about how race works generically in the various retellings of 
the Allen-King story. The juxtaposition of these generic differences shows how the figure 
of the white woman is positioned at the center of white racial anxieties.11 Figuring Mary 
King as an embodiment of popular ideologies about white womanhood, most popular 
accounts of her story paint her as an innocent victim of an alleged racial threat posed 
by Allen. The nature of white violence in response to this supposed threat is implied, 
though not explicitly stated as Allen invokes the “various torturings and mutilations of 
person . . . too shocking to be named in the pages of this book,” which he was intended to 
endure only if he and King had already been married at the mob’s arrival (56).12 I would 
like to posit the mob and its supporters’ responses to Allen and King as an attempt to 
write their story in light of an assumed positioning of characters. In effect, this writing 
(or rewriting) attempts to situate Allen and King generically, within a distinct narrative 
framework. This framework is accompanied by a series of assumptions about how the 
characters resemble recognizable tropes and expectations that they will function in pre-
dictable ways, thus anticipating how the story’s plot will progress.
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In order to understand that frame, we might turn to Edward Clay’s illustration 
of “Female Intrepidity” (see Figure 1), which depicts a typical, racist narrative of the sup-
posed relation between white women and black men. The text below the image explains 
the situation clearly enough: 
On Monday night, April 1st, 1839 about 12 o’clock, in Greenwich Township, New Jersey, 
a black fellow belonging to General Williamson, broke open the door of Mr. Jacob Wil-
liamson’s house, during his absence, with the intention of violating the person of his 
wife, but Mrs. Williamson, with great presence of mind, seized a fowling piece, which 
was fortunately loaded, and shot him dead on the spot.13
The threat/victim relation is demarked along black/white and male/female lines in this 
scenario, and the underlying sexual threat is accompanied by the imperative to protect 
the white woman from interracial sex—figured only as sexual violation—at all costs. The 
illustration is reminiscent of the 1773 frontispiece to the Narrative of the Sufferings, Captivity, 
Figure 1. Edward Williams Clay, “Female Intrepidity” New York: I. Childs, [c1839]. Courtesy of the 
American Antiquarian Society.
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and Removes of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson, in which Mary Rowlandson holds a gun to ward 
off Indian intruders.14 (See Figure 2) The threat of the male racial Other—a threat that 
carefully positions the figure of the white woman—is at the center of both the captivity 
narrative and the genre we might call “anti-amalgamation literature.”15 Developing from 
a literary genre in which the racial Other is posed as somehow dangerous to normative 
models of whiteness, anti-amalgamation literature characteristically emphasizes its central 
threat as that so-called “fate worse than death”: interracial sex.
These genres’ similar positioning of the white woman at the center of their narra-
tives, and their similar structuring of her kinship relations along lines of racial allegiance 
develop her as a figure in need of white male protection from non-white men. In this, the 
absence of the white man in Clay’s image does not mean that his rhetorical presence is 
not implied: Mr. Jacob Williamson, in his legal and social relation to Mrs. Williamson, is 
evoked as his wife’s would-be protector, even though he does not appear in the image and 
is quickly glossed over in the text.16 The captivity narrative makes particular assumptions 
about this relationship between white men and women. Most characteristic, perhaps, is 
the assumption that white women’s familial and sexual allegiances are with white men, 
rather than non-white men. Therefore, this genre has particular difficulty placing stories 
about women for whom this is not the case.17 
Anti-amalgamation literature, of course, depends upon similar assumptions 
about racial allegiance. The anti-amalgamation genre with which white racists describe 
the King-Allen engagement does not require King’s acknowledgement of her alleged 
captivity, as the threat of the male racial Other is stipulated even though evidence of this 
threat does not appear in Allen’s account. Significantly, there is no account of Mary King 
confirming this narrative of a threatening interracial encounter. The mob’s characterization 
of King’s part in her proposed marriage to Allen not only reveals white anxiety about 
“amalgamation,” but also defines how the mob would explain King’s actions, even at the 
risk of denying her all agency as a victim. Conceived as either an opponent to or a passive 
agent in the proposed interracial marriage, the mob assumes Mary King to be either 1) 
complicit in their action by sharing the mob’s racial anxieties and having rejected Allen’s 
unwelcome proposal, or 2) an impressionable youth, corrupted by the teachings of her 
abolitionist family and/or her integrated college, and therefore unfit to make decisions 
regarding her marriage. Both cases assume that King is in need of white male protection, 
the provision of which is the mob’s primary pretended purpose. 
In this vein, newspaper accounts refer to the mob event as “The Mary Rescue,” 
“The Fulton Rescue Case,” and “Another Rescue,” emphasizing the supposed threat that 
Allen poses and the necessity of rescuing King, while also making a blatant mockery of the 
local abolitionist movement (62, 75, 63).18 The last of these appeared in the Syracuse Star 
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on February 1st, the Tuesday following the mob’s separation of Allen and King. Suppos-
ing King’s complicity in the marriage, this account nevertheless paints “amalgamation” 
in a negative light, with an accompanying racist subtext:
A little time since, the damsel went home to her Amalgamation-preaching parents, and 
made known the arrangements whereby their lovely daughter expected soon to be folded 
in the hymenean arms of anti-alabaster Sambo. The parents remonstrated and begged, 
and got the brothers and sisters to interpose, but all to no effect. The blooming damsel 
Figure 2. Title page, A Narrative of the Captivity, Sufferings, and Removes 
of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson. Boston: John Boyle’s Printing Office, 1773. 
Courtesy of the American Antiquarian Society.
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was determined to partake of the ‘bed and board,’ and inhale the rich odours, refreshing 
perfumes, and reviving fragrance which Mc.Grawville [sic] College teaching had pictured 
to her in life-like eloquence. (64) 
The narrative in which Mary King is figured as a “damsel” in need of “rescue” shows 
how the structures of kinship at work in this genre would position her in kinship with 
white men because of assumed ties of consanguinity and, because of the assumed absence 
of such ties, in an adversarial relationship with non-white men. When relations between 
black men and white women are the focus, however, mere captivity is no longer at the 
center of this story, but is replaced by the explicitly sexual threat that black men suppos-
edly pose. In this account of the mob’s action, King’s and Allen’s marriage was imminent; 
it would have taken place “in a few minutes” had white townspeople not intervened (65). 
The mob is depicted here as having been successful in preventing the marriage—and by 
implication, its consummation. 
Closely related to and overlapping with the genre of anti-abolition literature, anti-
amalgamation literature depends upon the construction of both black male sexuality and 
white female racism.19 The genre imagines black men’s sexuality as explicitly directed at 
white women, who are preferred to women of other races.20 Determining black men as a 
threat to both white women, individually, and to an imagined white racial preservation, 
generally, is often at the center of these discussions.21 The similarities between captivity 
narratives and anti-amalgamation literature and the trajectory from one genre to the 
other are apparent in the rhetoric of the captivity genre present in these racist counter-
narratives of King and Allen. By focusing the story around a basic assumption about 
King, (i.e., that she does not desire Allen, or at the very least, that marrying him is not 
in her best interests) these accounts foreclose other genres in which we might read their 
story, particularly the genres through which Allen, King, and their abolitionist friends 
recount it. The conflicting discourses of rescue and imprisonment surrounding King are 
at odds in The American Prejudice Against Color, as Allen positions anti-amalgamationist 
narratives against his own version of his and King’s story.
“Almost Eliza”: Mary King as a Mixed-Race Heroine 
Foreclosing an anti-amalgamationist reading of the white woman, Mary King’s letters 
never suggest Allen as a threat or that her relationship with him is anything but volun-
tary. The disingenuousness of the supposed purpose of her “rescue” is evident in King’s 
own accounts, as is the inconsistency of these assumptions with her eventual marriage 
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to Allen and departure from her white family in the United States. The narrative Allen 
provides is of a different genre—and its heroine of a different kind—than the one implied 
in the story of mob action or the accompanying newspaper rhetoric of her “rescue.” Al-
len gives King’s voice a prominent place in his narrative, reproducing excerpts of King’s 
personal letters, which emphasize the imprisonment to which she is subjected by her so-
called protectors. These respective positionings of Mary King indicate two separate and 
competing genres in which the white woman might function in the Allen-King story: the 
anti-amalgamationist literature of the newspaper accounts and the body of abolitionist 
literature from which Allen is drawing and which contextualizes his narrative. The figure 
of Mary King functions differently in each of these genres. Through her desire for Allen, 
a black man, and the potential for interracial kinship relations that this desire implies, 
we read King as differently racialized than when she is associated with more the familiar 
trope of white womanhood discussed above.22
When we bracket the prominent model of white femininity presented in the 
racist newspaper accounts and view it against her own letters, Mary King can be seen 
as actively struggling against white male domination in seeking marriage freedom 
(ironically, in a state in which interracial marriage was not illegal). A closer examina-
tion of these alternative representations of King illuminates how she works against the 
periodical press’ representation of her as adhering to popular nineteenth-century tropes 
of white womanhood—particularly that of the white woman who desires sexual racial 
segregation or who must be immoral if she does not. In Allen’s representations, we find 
a character more proximate to the mixed-race heroine of abolitionist fiction than to the 
white damsel of anti-amalgamation rhetoric. King’s proximity to non-white kin (i.e., her 
intended marriage to Allen, which also implies the possibility of their future mixed-race 
children) distances her from the normative model of white womanhood contained in the 
captivity or anti-amalgamationist genres. 
While reading King as a more normative white heroine suggests the privilege 
of whiteness in the supposed protection of white womanhood, the reality of her story 
is that the alleged protection of the white mob actually endangers both herself and her 
potential kin. This turns any assumption about the permanence of white privilege on its 
head, exposing how King is not fixed within, but can be removed from the category of 
protected white womanhood.23 By reading King’s imprisonment at the hands of white 
men, her fugitivity in a society that seeks (legally or otherwise) to disallow interracial 
marriage, and her own declared desire for Allen, we read a character who might better be 
compared with the “quadroons” of Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin (published 
the year before the Allen-King controversy) than with the dominant, racist ideal.24 It is 
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with these models of alternatively-raced and racialized womanhood, found most explicitly 
in the genre of abolitionist literature, that we might best contextualize Allen’s narrative. 
Discourses of abolition and amalgamation were tightly linked by the 1850s: 
because the two words were often conflated in pro-slavery rhetoric, some abolitionists 
found it necessary to promote anti-amalgamationist beliefs, while others (including Allen, 
himself) argued that interracial marriage freedom was a necessary condition for, rather 
than simply a result of, legal racial equality.25 As a counter to the alleged threat of racial 
equality that abolitionism supposedly proposed, terming the mob’s actions a “rescue” 
not only mocked abolitionist efforts to help self-emancipated people (especially following 
the 1850 Fugitive Slave Act, which required them to assist in their re-enslavement) but 
also defined the agency of the white womanhood in which Mary King was inscribed in 
these accounts. The assumption that King requires white men to rescue her from Allen, a 
black man, would align her with both racism and anti-abolitionism. Her own contrasting 
account of imprisonment aligns her, instead, with anti-racism, abolitionism, and—im-
portantly—the enslaved and the enslavable. 
What the anti-amalgamationist genre fails to imagine is the possibility of the white 
woman as non-racist—most explicitly figured here as the possibility of her interracial 
sexual desire and kinship relations. Even where they foreclose the possibility of such 
desire, abolitionist texts such as Uncle Tom’s Cabin demand that their (presumably white) 
readers extend sympathy to characters who are not (legally, even if visually) white.26 Fur-
ther, in abolitionist literature we find the mixed-race heroine more prominently figured, 
even, than abolitionist ideals of white womanhood.27 Mixed-race characters’ relation to 
race and their embodiment of racial dualism are at the center of these popular stories. 
The mixed-race heroine in abolitionist literature often appears in the role of the “tragic 
mulatta,” whose tragedy lies not only with her inability to articulate or reconcile visual/
legal/social racial identity, but with her position of precariousness or vulnerability. The 
“tragic mulatta” narrative differs most evidently from the captivity narrative because 
their heroines, though figured in many ways like the white women of captivity narratives, 
cannot be rescued by white men. If these women can be rescued at all in such narratives, 
this rescue is dependent upon their own efforts, rather than on those of white men, who 
are generally depicted either as adversaries or as generally ineffectual in assisting mixed-
race women characters.28 Whatever biological or rhetorical whiteness such characters 
may possess seldom translates to the structures of kinship with white men that would 
allow for their protection. White men in this genre usually do not acknowledge their 
kinship with mixed-race people; and even if they do, this kinship is legally illegitimate, 
rendering even well-intentioned white men powerless to protect mixed-race women from 
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enslavement and all the dangers to which enslavement subjects them. Further, because 
the mixed-race heroine’s self-identification is often aligned with blackness rather than 
whiteness, the precariousness they experience also extends to their (actual or potential) 
children regardless of any ability to “pass.”
I want to suggest that Mary King, as she is articulated in Allen’s account and 
in his reproduction of her correspondence, exhibits characteristics less indicative of the 
models of white womanhood available in places such as the captivity narrative and anti-
abolition/anti-amalgamation literatures, and more like those found in the mixed-race 
heroine of abolitionist literary discourse. At the heart of this resemblance is the similarity 
of these characters’ fugitive positions. Like the mixed-race heroine, Mary King is posi-
tioned as precarious with relation to the white men who are better understood as her 
captors and adversaries than her rescuers. Her sexual desire for Allen and their future 
of shared domesticity in marriage places her in relations of interracial kinship (both to 
him and to their future children) rather than within the bounds of normalized white 
American domesticity. Both King’s adversarial relation to white men and her kinship 
with non-white people work to figure her fugitivity—a fugitivity that aligns her with 
non-white and enslaved people via her changed relation to her white family and to the 
American nation. 
By blaming Mary King’s abolitionist upbringing or education by “her Amal-
gamation-preaching parents” for her allegedly inappropriate marriage choice, as the 
newspaper account of “Another Rescue” described events (64), the common conflation 
of abolitionism (the Kings were, in fact, abolitionists) and amalgamation becomes appar-
ent: Abolitionism is a slippery slope, and the emancipation of enslaved black people will 
inevitably lead to other, even more radical, forms of equality. As Karen Woods Weierman 
notes, “the proslavery press dubbed abolitionists ‘amalgamationists,’ equating support for 
emancipation with the endorsement of intermarriage. Actual intermarriages also tested 
the commitment of abolitionists to racial equality.”29 Similar to Elise Lemire’s idea of race 
as dependent upon sexual racial “preference,” this association posits race as an align-
ment with a particular political ideology. The underlying implication of the conflation 
of racial ideology and embodiment is that a political position could rhetorically re-race a 
person. In part, the conflation of physical and ideological racialization aligns whiteness 
with white supremacy and blackness with a spectrum of political positions that include 
racial egalitarianism. Still, these two concepts of race—as sexual racial preference and as 
political affiliation—are connected.
For example, charges that the Republican Party, in its leanings toward abolition-
ism, also supported more radical views on “amalgamation” sparked a heated debate 
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during the season leading to the 1864 presidential election. These public discussions lead 
to the coining of the word “miscegenation” in the anonymously-published pamphlet by 
David Goodman Croly and George Wakeman, Miscegenation: The Theory of the Blending of 
the Races, Applied to the American White Man and Negro (1863) and texts such as L. Seaman’s 
“What Miscegenation is!, and what we are to Expect, now that Mr. Lincoln is Re-elected” 
(1865?). They also caused Lincoln, himself, to denounce claims that he supported inter-
racial marriage, (as he also denounced any support for the right of black people to vote 
or serve on juries). Lincoln most famously declared his belief in a “natural” aversion 
to interracial marriage among whites in an 1857 speech remarking on “that counterfeit 
logic which concludes that, because I do not want a black woman for a slave that I must 
necessarily want her for a wife.” Lincoln continued, “I need not have her for either. I can 
just leave her alone. In some respects she is certainly not my equal.”30 Democrats’ insinu-
ation that Abraham Lincoln was a “black Republican” conflated the political position 
in support of abolition with the charge of supporting amalgamation by suggesting that 
Lincoln’s abolitionism also implied a preference for African American women.31 
More interesting for Allen’s narrative are the connections between abolitionism 
and amalgamation evident in the abolitionist rhetoric that he employs, and in the charac-
teristically abolitionist sympathy that Allen and King evoke from their few supporters. In 
Allen’s presentation, the relation between amalgamation and abolition appears in terms of 
a shared potential for persecution or fugitivity—the precarious or impermanent position 
of the enslaved, which points to the perpetual possibility that they (or their loved ones) 
might be uprooted—and relays the fugitive position of self-emancipated people following 
the Fugitive Slave Act. For King and Allen, this fugitivity appears in the threat that the 
larger white community poses for the couple, even when not formally threatened by law. 
I mean to suggest here a sense of the word “fugitive” similar to what Stephen Knadler 
uses to “designate the counter-hegemonic cultural work of influential people of color 
who, like Frederick Douglass in his own fugitive slave narrative, sought to intervene in 
whiteness’s multiple racial formations by revealing its heterogeneous meanings.”32 In this 
sense, we might regard the fugitivity of white characters such as Mary King as inflecting 
another meaning of whiteness—one that is not definite or stable, but which is positioned 
in precarious proximity to blackness and is therefore sympathetic to the racially-fugitive 
position of the enslavable. 
This proximity is why both John Porter and his wife, Sarah, used the language 
of abolitionism to describe the King family’s endeavors to prevent the couple’s marriage, 
calling to mind the enslavement of African Americans as Mary King’s escape from her 
family is coupled with the rhetoric of fugitivity. Sarah Porter, having knowledge of their 
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intended elopement and emigration, wrote to Mary King, “Now, dear Sister, farewell, and 
as you depart from this boasted ‘land of liberty and equal rights,’ and go among strangers, 
that you may, indeed, enjoy liberty, be not despondent, but cheerful, ever remembering 
the message of your angel mother” (89). We might surmise that this message of King’s 
deceased mother was one of abolitionism—even, perhaps, a radical brand of abolition-
ism that preached racial equality, that rare antiracism which would endorse King and 
Allen’s marriage.33 In this context, King’s imprisonment becomes fugitivity as she and 
Allen make plans to elope. No longer believing that their marriage is supportable in the 
United States, the couple—like some of the nation’s most prominent self-emancipated 
people following the 1850 Fugitive Slave Act—emigrated to England. 
There is a difference between the legal racial marking by which “women who 
crossed the color line became black in terms of their legal status,” and the re-racialization 
of Mary King within the genre of the mixed-race heroine.34 Still, both constructions of 
white womanhood are governed by structures of kinship which orient white women who 
would marry non-white men and bear mixed-race children. As Porter reads Mary King 
in the tradition of the mixed-race heroine, he not only reveals King’s purported protec-
tors as impinging upon her personal freedom, but also as threatening her future, racially 
“mixed” family. When King’s potential family is taken into account, this reading reveals 
her changed relationship to the nation and an understanding of familial bonds akin to 
those who are enslaved or enslavable: because of this marriage choice, King considers 
herself, like the fugitive, unwelcome in the United States. As she writes of her and Allen’s 
homelessness as they are about to emigrate, King casts herself in abolitionist language, 
as her marriage choice has made her an outsider to the nation of their birth: “I feel that 
I have no home but in the heart of him whom I love, and no country until I reach one 
where the cruel and crushing hand of Republican America can no longer tear me from 
you” (89–90). Not only can she no longer align herself with “Republican America” in 
this regard, but she also regards the nation, like the white mob, as a threat to her chosen 
kinship ties. 
If we did not know these words to be Mary King’s, they could just as easily be 
those of Eliza Harris, writing to her husband, George, in Uncle Tom’s Cabin. The coupling 
of “home” and “country” in King’s letter sounds not unlike the image of domestic hap-
piness Eliza dreams of while at the Quaker Settlement, as “She dreamed of a beautiful 
country,—a land, it seemed, to her, of rest . . . and there, in a house which kind voices told 
her was a home, she saw her boy playing, a free and happy child.”35 Eliza awakes to find 
herself (temporarily) safe in the home of the Quakers, “her child . . . calmly sleeping by 
her side,” and “her husband . . . sobbing by her pillow” (121). Her dream suggests that 
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this “beautiful country” where she and her family can find “a home” is not the United 
States, as her later flight to Canada confirms. Though Stowe’s narration of Eliza and George 
Harris’ emigration becomes a rather patriarchal account once they are reunited (“what a 
blessing it is for a man to feel that his wife and child belong to him!”), with Stowe attribut-
ing the larger voice to George’s political ruminations rather than Eliza’s thoughts for the 
remainder of the novel, the image of Eliza as both a fugitive and a mother remains in the 
foreground of Uncle Tom’s Cabin (161). A significant fact of the novel is that Eliza’s flight 
is prompted not by her own sale, but by that of her son, Harry. The image not only of an 
enslaved woman, but of a mother to an enslaved child therefore becomes the definitive 
conveyer of literary abolitionist sentiment. I will return to Mary King’s relation to this 
facet of the mixed-race heroine in my final section.
“The story of the Quadroon girl”
When William Allen reads the mixed-race heroine, it is not the popular image of Eliza 
that sparks his interest. Rather, his reading of Uncle Tom’s Cabin focuses on Cassy, the 
“quadroon” woman whose more radical place in the text is often overshadowed by 
popular focus on Eliza. While Porter reads Mary King as somehow more like Eliza than 
the normative model of white womanhood, Allen shows how we might also read King 
in the tradition of Cassy. As Allen relates his impression of the recently-published Uncle 
Tom’s Cabin in a May 1852 letter to Frederick Douglass’ Paper, he writes, “The story of the 
Quadroon girl, second book, thirty-fourth chapter, exceeds anything that I have ever 
read, in all that is soul-searching and thrilling.” It is with Cassy that Allen seems to best 
identify, as he holds Tom as having “too much piety” and offers a familiar critique of 
the colonization chapter describing the ultimate fate of Eliza and George Harris. Allen 
writes, “I believe, as you do, that it is not light the slaveholder wants, but fire, and he 
ought to have it. I do not advocate revenge, but simply, resistance to tyrants, if need be, 
to the death.”36 Nobody responds to the tyranny of slavery with so much “fire” as Cassy, 
whose haunting retaliation against Simon Legree is unequalled in the novel. It makes 
sense that, though seemingly forgotten by moderate abolitionist whites, Cassy would 
be a memorable character for radical abolitionists. Although Cassy is described as being 
visibly white, like Eliza, her vehement—often violent—opposition to her and her chil-
dren’s enslavement presents her as a more dangerous figure. While Eliza’s resistance is 
characterized by a bravery that is inspired by motherly affection and which continually 
places her in danger, Cassy is not averse to harming her white enslavers (be it physically 
or psychologically), if necessary. 
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Although Cassy’s story offers a generically familiar narrative of the “tragic” 
mixed-race heroine, she nonetheless defies this literary trope (as Eliza also does), in part 
because she does not die at the end of her story, but instead escapes her final master and 
is later reunited with her living children. In this, Cassy seems ahead of her time. She 
simultaneously evokes texts more radically abolitionist than Stowe’s, such as Richard 
Hildreth’s The Slave; or Memoirs of Archy Moore (1836) and anticipates post-war narra-
tives of race and reunion, such as Lydia Maria Child’s Romance of the Republic (1867), 
and Frances Ellen Watkins Harper’s Minnie’s Sacrifice (1869) and Iola Leroy; or, Shadows 
Uplifted (1892).37 Despite Cassy’s radical presence in the text, Leslie Fiedler argues that 
Cassy’s story “fades from the mind even just after we have read Uncle Tom” and Carolyn 
Vellenga Berman notes that Cassy often goes unmentioned in both early reviews of the 
novel and in the recent history of Stowe scholarship.38 Writing on Uncle Tom’s Cabin has 
closely attended to the debates that surrounded the text’s reception in 1852 and 1853—a 
debate that, though inflected by various positions of gender, nation, region, class, and race, 
has often prioritized the white, middle-class abolitionist readership with which Stowe’s 
writing is usually associated. Although contemporary and critical African-Americanist 
perspectives on Stowe have garnered more attention in recent scholarship, discussions 
of these perspectives often center around critiques of Stowe’s views on colonization or 
her stereotypical depictions of black characters. 
A more radical employment of Stowe’s mixed-race characters and construction 
of sentiment emerges, however, when we more closely examine the complexities of non-
white readerly responses to Stowe’s novel. As Martin Delaney argued of Stowe, “she 
knows nothing about us, ‘the Free Colored people of the United States.’”39 However, 
these “Free Colored people” were among Stowe’s earliest readers. The significance of 
Cassy in Allen’s reading of Stowe, then, may lie in his readerly position as a free, north-
ern, racially-mixed man; a radical abolitionist; an anti-colonizationist; an integrationist; 
and an “amalgamationist.” When this position of readership is taken into account, it is 
just as unsurprising that Allen finds Cassy’s story particularly striking as it is that the 
increasingly-popular discussion of Stowe’s novel finds its way into Allen’s narrative. 
While a more moderate abolitionist readership may readily allow Eliza’s story to sub-
sume Cassy’s, it makes sense that Stowe’s African American readers—especially those 
who readily critiqued the colonizationist ending of her novel—might also recall the 
single character who enacts a ghostly revenge on Simon Legree, the embodiment of the 
larger slave system (and the character in which “Uncle Tom” shows ultimately invest 
the entirety of that system and all its evils). My attention to Allen’s emphasis on Cassy 
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suggests that it matters whether any single reader of Stowe more closely identifies with 
George Harris, Cassy, or even Topsy, rather than with the Shelbys, the Birds, or Aunt 
Ophelia. Critics of abolitionist literature, in particular, ought take the possibility of such 
readerly positions into account.
The interpretive framework in which Mary King resembles the generic trope of 
Stowe’s Eliza can be explained as the same framework in which Cassy would become a 
memorable figure in readings of Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Both cases have to do with the rela-
tion of race to reading practices. By this I do not mean that these practices are dependent 
upon the racial identification of the reader, but refer instead to the practices by which 
race, itself, is read. Allen’s interest in Cassy seems exceptional when read next to the 
predominantly white readerly responses to the novel, i.e., it can be contrasted against the 
failure of most contemporary white readers to identify with Cassy, or with assumptions 
that mixed-race characters would be better able to garner white sympathy than black 
ones, particularly if they support colonization. John Porter’s suggestion of identifying 
Mary King with Eliza Harris points to a different readerly response, and the possibility for 
cross-racial identification with Stowe’s enslaved characters. By reading Allen and King’s 
story in relation to those of Stowe’s “quadroon” heroines, Eliza and Cassy, we escape 
the underpinnings of the moderate, persistently racial separatist brand of abolitionism 
with which Stowe’s novel concludes for the more radical readings that characters such 
as Eliza and Cassy have to offer Stowe’s readers. As Porter’s letter and Allen’s emphasis 
suggest, the possibilities for interracial identification go beyond the simple equation 
that white identification or sympathy depends upon the Other’s proximity to whiteness 
(either in visual description, education, or ability to be assimilated in some version of 
American nationalism). Both King’s rejection of white male patriarchy and her articula-
tion of interracial kinship here foster that kind of identification, and better inform any 
reading of Allen’s narrative. 
Despite the fact that she is never in danger of actual legal enslavement, King is 
forcibly confined in the attempt to separate her from Allen. In her letters, King declares 
her devotion to her fiancé and distress at the prevention of their marriage, twice calling 
herself a “prisoner” held captive and under surveillance by family members who would 
prevent her marriage (77). King’s narrative of imprisonment also informs us that she has 
been deemed a transgressor against the white racist society that holds her, and therefore 
in need of either punishment or pardon. The “Committee” that first approaches Allen 
and King upon the mob’s arrival escorts King to her father’s house, and addresses her in 
these terms. Allen recounts that one member of the group “advised her also to go around 
among the ladies of the village, and consult with them, and assured her that he would be 
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glad to see her at his house.” Allen tells us that the “tone” of this speech is what evoked 
King’s indignation: “The speaker evidently thought the young lady would receive it all as 
a mark of gracious favor, and as assuring her that though she had been ‘hand and glove’ 
with a coloured man, he would nevertheless condescend to overlook it” (59). 
The mob’s suggestion that King would either welcome or require the “gracious” 
pardon of white racists for her racial/sexual transgression is countered with King’s in-
dignation, her continued profession of love for Allen, and her ultimate state of fugitivity. 
She and Allen eventually leave the United States in order to avoid racial persecution—at 
a time when other African Americans figure as fugitive slaves, either avoiding captivity 
in the North or, when possible, escaping to Canada or Europe where they do not face the 
very real risk of re-enslavement. King’s response refuses the mob’s placement of her as 
either a captive damsel or a repentant transgressor of white racist codes, but insists that 
these white captors or pardoners are her personal adversaries.
The matter of rejecting the white racism that these accounts would foist upon her 
is truly personal for King and to ascribe these views to her is to significantly change her 
story. While the “prejudice against color” that is primarily directed at Allen is willing to 
“pardon” King, it does so only at the expense of recasting her in racist terms: as a racial-
purist “damsel,” rather than a race-traitor. “The Fulton Rescue Case” article evoked a 
letter of response to the Syracuse Journal from Mary King’s brother, William S. King, in 
which he “describes Miss King as repulsing [Allen] with her abhorrence of the idea of 
amalgamation” (74). In this account, King (very cordially) thrice rejects Allen’s repeated 
proposals of marriage, as her brother attests that “she had always expressed her abhor-
rence of the idea of ‘amalgamation’” (75). In a weak attempt to support this claim, Allen 
also received—and rejected the validity of—a letter (written not in Mary King’s hand, 
but in her sister’s, as she was allegedly too ill to write) breaking off the engagement.
We see here that assumptions of King’s capacity for loving Allen become a ques-
tion of the capacity for interracial sexual desire that her would-be rescuers attributed to 
her. That is, white racist assumptions about King and Allen’s relationship predicate the 
impossibility of her sexual desire for him while admitting his desire for her and refram-
ing it negatively, against her supposed inability to reciprocate that desire. A surprising 
letter to King’s father from Thomas Knowland, a Mississippi slaveholder who Allen calls 
a “specimen of Southern chivalry,” asks permission to correspond with Mary King (85). 
Like the “rescue” mob, Knowland regards King as having “escaped” from an “ignomini-
ous connection” with Allen. Further, he tells Mr. King, “Your daughter [is]—innocent, as 
I must in charity presume—because deluded and deranged by the false teachings of the 
abolition Institute at McGrawville” (86). Echoing Shakespeare’s Brabantio, who claims 
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that Othello must have used some kind of “magic” to sway Desdemona’s emotions, 
Knowland is unwilling to assume that King could reasonably desire marriage to a black 
man, but insists that she must have been “deluded and deranged”—brainwashed by 
abolitionists (who “must” also be amalgamationists).40 
This version of events does not square with the rest of Allen’s narrative, of course. 
Allen makes it clear that his feelings toward King had always been “fully reciprocated” 
(43) and reproduces letters in which King assures him of her continued love and devotion 
during their separation (76–77, 90). Reading the first letter he received from King following 
their separation, Allen attests to his fiancée’s devotion, writing that “Miss King,—though 
she could be persecuted—could not be crushed” (77). He further recalls the emotional 
difficulty King must have endured, his ever deeper feelings for her “after she had passed 
through that fiery furnace of affliction,” and calls her continuance of their engagement “a 
moral heroism” (79). King’s continued devotion to Allen is framed by placing her in this 
precarious, fugitive position—that of both estrangement from the white community and 
susceptibility to physical danger from it—a position which Porter’s comparison likens 
to the state of people who are in danger of legal enslavement. 
Like the Harrises and Cassy’s family, Allen and King eventually decide to 
emigrate from the United States in order to secure their own safety—and the safety of 
their future family. King’s position becomes more precarious still when read in light of 
the possibility of her motherhood. The fact that interracial sexual desire can lead to the 
embodiment of racial mixture places the white woman involved in interracial sexual 
relations in a precarious position: her sexual encounter may result in the literal (re)pro-
duction of the racial “Other,” as the children she bears from such encounters will not be 
designated “white” like herself. The potential for bearing racially mixed—that is, legally 
black—children adds another dimension to King’s fugitivity.41
Reading King as a potential mother of African-American children extends King’s 
fugitivity to the non-white children who she would later bear. When these children are 
taken into account, a comparison of King’s and Cassy’s motherhood—and especially, the 
infanticide of Cassy’s last child because she is unwilling to see it suffer in slavery—is 
particularly poignant. Keeping in mind Stowe’s appeals to white mothers to compare 
enslaved children to their own, King is in the particular position of a white woman whose 
children are not necessarily safe from potential enslavement, as the Fugitive Slave Act 
poses a threat even to free-born African-Americans, and as the ideology of hypodescent 
would have it, partial-whiteness is negligible. Harriet Jacobs, in Incidents in the Life of a 
Slave Girl (1861), challenges the ability of white mothers to fully sympathize with the 
plight of enslaved mothers. In her account of her own reunion with her children, Jacobs 
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asks, “O reader, can you imagine my joy? No, you cannot, unless you have been a slave 
mother.” 42 This text reminds us of the difference—a difference that cannot be over-
emphasized—between Mary King’s position and that of women who are, themselves, 
enslaved. Still, King and Allen’s mixed-race family is unwelcome in their white com-
munity, as a Western New York paper announcing their marriage makes explicit when 
it comments, sarcastically, “It is well they should emigrate, to show admiring foreigners 
the beauties of abolitionism” (81–82). 
King articulates more than simply feeling unwelcome with the white community 
in her letters. Though initially offered “protection” and possible “pardon” from the white 
mob, in a letter written just before her elopement, King speaks not only to estrangement 
from the white community, but to the danger of physical violence to herself. King writes, 
“should the public or my friends ever see fit to lay their commands upon me again, they 
will find that although they have but a weak, defenseless woman to contend with, still, 
that woman is one who will never passively yield her rights. They may mob me; yea, they 
may kill me; but they shall never crush me” (90). In this defiance of the threat of white male 
violence, King displays something resembling the “fire” that Allen attributes to Cassy. 
However, we would do well to note that King has not yet experienced the feelings of be-
ing “crushed” that Cassy has when we first encounter her in Stowe’s novel as a woman 
who has been enslaved, sexually coerced if not forcibly raped, separated from her living 
children, and who has committed infanticide to save another child from the horrors 
of enslavement that she has determined unbearable. Mary King is not simply like an 
enslaved mixed-race woman, but rather practices of reading race liken her to similarly 
fugitive enslaved mixed-race women in popular fiction. This process reveals how her 
“interracial” kinship ties to William Allen (and their potential children) bring racialized 
and genre-based reading practices to bear on Mary King’s whiteness. 
Rethinking King’s generic function in Allen’s narrative allows us to understand 
John Porter’s reframing of the white woman as he compares King with Stowe’s Eliza. 
Although the familiar characterizations of white femininity evidenced in literary genres 
such as the captivity narrative, anti-abolitionist writing, and anti-amalgamation writing 
are central to understanding how nineteenth-century literary texts challenge Western 
notions of race and racialization, King is not best understood through these literary 
tropes. Abolitionist literature’s ubiquitous depictions of mixed-race characters (“tragic” 
and otherwise) challenge the claims of racial essentialism central to political systems 
(governing enslavement, marriage, citizenship, etc.), which are dependent upon the dif-
ferentiation of “white” people from people who are “not white.” Allen’s narrative pastiche 
allows us to read King through different literary genres comparatively. If unraveling the 
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imagined sexual threat of the black man and registering the real threat of white male 
patriarchy aligns King with Stowe’s mixed-race heroines rather than with the popular 
model of the white damsel, these generic characterizations indicate how racialization is, 
itself, a literary practice.
Notes
1. I am grateful to the many people who have read various versions of this essay or heard its parts 
presented at conferences for their comments and suggestions. For their particular insight, I am 
indebted to the helpful readers at Studies in American Fiction and the graduate students of the 
English Department Roundtable and the Nineteenth-Century American Reading Group at Cornell 
University, especially Alex W. Black, Jillian Spivey Caddell, Melissa Gniadek, Toni Wall Jaudon, and 
Jonathan Senchyne. Special thanks to my parents, Sue Ann and Stephan Fielder, for everything.
2. I refer to this person as “Mary King” throughout my essay because this is what she is called 
throughout Allen’s narrative, which discusses events primarily before the couple’s marriage and 
any assumed change of her name.
3. William G. Allen, The American Prejudice Against Color: An Authentic Narrative, Showing How Easily 
the Nation Got into An Uproar, ed. Sarah Elbert (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 2002), 87. 
All subsequent quotations from The American Prejudice Against Color are from this edition and will 
be given parenthetically.
4. For more on William G. Allen’s biography, see Richard J. Blackett, “William G. Allen, The Forgot-
ten Professor” Civil War History 26.1 (March 1980): 39–52 and Sarah Elbert’s introduction to The 
American Prejudice Against Color: William G. Allen, Mary King, Louisa May Alcott, which includes 
both of Allen’s personal narratives, The American Prejudice Against Color: An Authentic Narrative, 
Showing How Easily the Nation Got into An Uproar (1853) and A Short Personal Narrative (1860). 
5. In the article “Another Rescue,” which Allen cites as appearing in the February 1st edition of the 
anti-abolitionist Syracuse Star, King is thrice referred to as “the damsel” (64–5).
6. The title page to The American Prejudice Against Color characterizes Allen as “A Refugee from Ameri-
can Despotism” rather than as a fugitive. My use of the language of fugitivity and its particular 
resonances for American enslavement refer not to Allen’s characterization of himself or Mary King, 
but to John Porter’s explicitly abolitionist reference and other abolitionist rhetoric used to discuss 
King.
7. I stipulate here that King and Allen’s kinship ties are implied by their intent to marry, at which time 
their familial relationship to one another would be taken for granted based on their legal marriage 
relation, the assumption that they would then share a “family” name, and – importantly – the 
probability that they would produce children together. The implied (though supposedly future) 
sexual relation in their engagement is therefore the basis for King and Allen’s entrance into inter-
racial kinship. I will discuss the particular implications of Mary King as the potential mother of 
children who are differently-raced from herself later in this essay. 
8. Discourses against amalgamation reach back into the early Republic and have literary roots in 
characters like James Fenimore Cooper’s Cora Munro and other “tragic mulatta” characters 
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destined to die in their respective texts. While more radical writers such as Lydia Maria Child 
wrote in support of interracial marriage, texts such as Edward William Clay’s 1830s caricatured 
illustrations depicting “amalgamation,” Josiah Nott’s scientific discussions of “hybrid” people as 
an “unnatural” or “contaminated” population because of their potentially inter-species concep-
tion and supposed eventual inability to propagate, and nineteenth-century interpretations and 
revisions of Othello illustrate the extent to which overtly racist anti-amalgamationist rhetoric had 
become prevalent by the mid-nineteenth century. The debate that coined the term “miscegenation” 
during the 1864 Lincoln reelection campaign clearly brings this discourse into the realm of political 
campaigning, and “anti-amalgamation” literature became more highly visible following the Civil 
War, most emphatically in plantation nostalgia fiction, a genre whose popularity extended well 
into the twentieth century. 
9. At the heart of anti-miscegenation law is not simply the belief that racial sexual mixing was “un-
natural,” but the fact that white supremacist ideologies were also highly-invested in preserving 
“white” property and inheritance. Peggy Pascoe argues this point in What Comes Naturally: Misce-
genation Law and the Making of Race in America (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009). However, 
the case of Allen and King’s marriage does not directly concern this body of law, as interracial 
marriage was never illegal in New York State, where they lived. For a clear picture of where, when, 
and between whom interracial sexual relations were illegal in the United States between 1662 and 
1967, see the extremely useful interactive Legal Map for Interracial Relationships at the Loving 
Day website: http://lovingday.org/legal-map. Loving Day is an organization dedicated to celebrating 
interracial relationships and draws its name from the 1967 Supreme Court case Loving v. Virginia, 
which decided that state laws barring interracial marriage were unconstitutional. For more on the 
legality of interracial marriage in the United States, see Eva Saks, “Representing Miscegenation 
Law,” Raritan 8.2 (Fall 1988): 39–69.
10. See Harriet E. Wilson’s novel, Our Nig; or, Sketches from the Life of a Free Black (1859) and Frank J. 
Webb’s The Garies and Their Friends (1857). Martha Hodes’ White Women, Black Men: Illicit Sex in the 
Nineteenth-Century South (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997) offers a case-study history of 
relationships between black men and white women in the South, a relation that she argues shifts 
from the antebellum to the post-Civil War period. Other texts that discuss accounts of interracial 
sexual relations in the nineteenth-century United States include Hodes’ The Sea Captain’s Wife: A 
True Story of Love, Race, and War in the Nineteenth Century (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 
2006) and Sex, Love, Race: Crossing Boundaries in North American History (New York: New York 
University Press, 1999); Joshua D. Rothman, Notorious in the Neighborhood: Sex and Families Across 
the Color Line in Virginia, 1787–1861 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2003); and 
Cassandra Jackson, Barriers Between Us: Interracial Sex in Nineteenth-Century American Literature 
(Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2004).
11. My focus on the figure of the white woman in the Allen-King story seeks to acknowledge the sig-
nificance of this positioning, while also acknowledging (and hopefully not reinforcing) problems 
that arise as a result of such focus on the figure of the white woman: the false assumption that the 
category “white women” can be easily determined; the non-representative universalizing of the 
“white woman” as a central, national figure; and the potential masking of “non-white” women 
and their struggles.
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12. It seems reasonable to surmise that castration or some other sexual violence is implied in this pas-
sage, indicating that the “threat” Allen is assumed to pose and from which King must ostensibly 
be “rescued” is also sexual in nature. 
13. Edward Williams Clay, “Female Intrepidity” ([New York]: I. Childs, [c. 1839]). 
14. See Title page, A Narrative of the Captivity, Sufferings, and Removes of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson (Boston: 
John Boyle’s Printing Office, 1773).
15. What I am calling “anti-amalgamation literature” is also closely connected to a broader, overlap-
ping genre of anti-abolition literature. I will discuss these connections further below.
16. Christopher Castiglia discusses the larger implications of white male presence in the captivity 
narrative in Bound and Determined: Captivity, Culture-Crossing, and White Womanhood from Mary 
Rowlandson to Patty Hearst. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996). See 8–9, 20–25, and 37–38 
for examples of this discussion. 
17. One example of such a woman is Mary Jemison, the daughter of Scotch-Irish parents, who was 
captured by the Shawnees in 1758 and then adopted into a Seneca family. Jemison married twice 
within her Indian community, raised her children among them, and remained with the Senecas for 
the rest of her long life. Her story is told by James E. Seaver in A Narrative of the Life of Mrs. Mary 
Jemison (1824). June Namias and Castiglia both note the difficulty of placing Jemison generically 
in the captivity narrative tradition in White Captives (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 1993) and Bound and Determined, respectively. 
18. These references are also meant to satirize the “Jerry Rescue” of October 1, 1851. During the anti-
slavery Liberty Party Convention in Syracuse, NY, a group of local abolitionists and activists in 
the Underground Railroad illegally freed William “Jerry” Henry, who had been arrested that day 
under the 1850 Fugitive Slave Law, and ultimately helped him escape to Canada. At the climax of 
this rescue, a crowd of several hundred people stormed the Police Justice offices, where Jerry was 
being held. 
19. Visual texts such as Edward William Clay’s 1839 “Female Intrepidity,” as well as his “amalgama-
tion” images of the same year (The Fruits of Amalgamation, An Amalgamation Waltz and Practical 
Amalgamation [The Wedding] and [Musical Soireé]) and his 1845 “An Amalgamation Polka” illustrate 
the extent of overtly racist anti-amalgamationist rhetoric. The “miscegenation” debate during the 
1864 election campaign clearly brings this discourse into the realm of political campaigning and 
“anti-amalgamation” literature became more highly visible following the Civil War, as one facet 
of plantation nostalgia fiction. Later examples include Thomas Dixon’s The Clansman (1905), the 
epic depiction of which was D.W. Griffith’s film, Birth of a Nation (1915) and the violent rhetoric 
of the would-be U.S. Senator from Georgia, Rebecca Latimer Felton, who asserted “. . . if it needs 
lynching to protect woman’s dearest possession from the ravening human beasts—then I say 
lynch, a thousand times a week if necessary.” See her letter to the Atlanta Constitution, December 
19, 1898, recounting a speech she delivered to the Georgia State Agricultural Society on August 
11, 1897. Abolitionist attention to amalgamation, on the other hand, tended to focus on the sexual 
exploitation and rape of enslaved women, citing amalgamation as one of slavery’s many evils. 
This can be seen in popular texts such as Richard Hildreth’s The Slave; or, Memoir of Archy Moore 
(1836), Lydia Maria Child’s “The Quadroons” (1842), Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin; 
or, Life Among the Lowly (1852) and William Wells Brown’s Clotel; or, the President’s Daughter (1853).
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20. Elise Lemire discusses the history of this imagined racial “preference,” linking it with an “aes-
thetic hierarchy of the races” in Miscegenation: Making Race in America (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 2002), 5.
21. Eric Lott discusses a white working-class male concern with black masculinity as central to the 
minstrel tradition in Love and Theft: Blackface Minstrelsy and the American Working Class (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1993), 9. This is not, of course, an explicitly nineteenth-century phenom-
enon. The phenomenon of what Lott refers to as “the white man’s obsession with a rampageous 
black penis” (25) can be seen in twentieth century texts such as Normal Mailer’s “White Negro” 
(1957), John Howard Griffin’s Black Like Me (1961) and the writings of James Baldwin. 
22. Elise Lemire’s discussion of whiteness as a position of sexual/racial desire is useful here, as she 
explains “whites” as a group constructed around having “certain tastes,” i.e., “whiteness is an 
identity people can only claim if they have certain sexual race preferences” (Miscegenation 4). 
23. For extensive discussions of the social, material, and legal benefits of white privilege, see George 
Lipsitz, The Possessive Investment in Whiteness: How White People Profit from Identity Politics (Phila-
delphia: Temple University Press, 2006), Cheryl Harris, “Whiteness as Property,” Harvard Law 
Review 106.8 (1993): 1707–1791, and Ian Haney López, White by Law: The Legal Construction of Race 
(New York: New York University Press, 2006).
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